Welcome to the final quarterly Rebel Newsletter of 2021.
Read All About it!
Club Champs
London Marathon
Summer BBQ
Loads More!
We are Almost Back to Normal!

Firstly a message from our Chair
Hi Rebels
Well doesn’t time fly. Not only is it time for another
bumper newsletter, but we are also only two months
away from Christmas. As always, thanks to Nigel for
editing and all our members that have contributed.
Thank you to all members that took the time to complete
the recent survey. It really does help us to shape the
future of your Club. On the back on the responses, we
are trialling some different days and times for team runs
during November with some possible permanent changes
from January. Track continues to grow in popularity and
those regular attendees really say it compliments and
benefits their training plans.
It was great to see the return of Marathon season in
September and October (albeit a little later that normal).
We had Rebels represent us at Brighton, London, Manchester, Beachy Head and of course
the virtual London too. Well done to all the runners and those who take the time to
support. Whatever events you are taking part in, please don’t forget to upload your photos
on Social Media as we love to see them and share your achievements.
Although a little later than planned, the Rebel BBQ was again a huge success and everyone
that attended enjoyed the day. Thanks Polly for what you did. I am now looking forward to
the Christmas party. On the back of the BBQ, we are exploring some options with the team
at Buckmore Park for future events.
With the AGM just around the corner, I would like to thank all members of the committee,
and indeed all volunteers, for your continued to support to the Club and its members. It is a
team effort and we are always looking for extra help. We hope to have some new LiRFs
trained and ready for early 2022.
Stay happy, healthy and keep running.

Ross

REBEL NEWS
2021 AGM 22nd November 7pm
St George’s Hotel Rochester

As well as the official club business we will also be announcing the prize
winners of the female & male rebel of the year and the winners of the club
champs. There will be a free draw on the night. Win a Christmas hamper, a
Rebel shirt or next year’s membership free!

2021 Christmas Party 27th November

Promises to be another fantastic Rebel evening at the Bridgewood Manor
Hotel. Still a few tickets available!

Club Champs Date Change
The parkrun race has been changed to November 20th so that we
can finalise results and announce the winners at the AGM

SUNDAY SOCIAL IS BACK!
The return of Sunday Social on Sunday 24/10/21!
Since the pandemic started, a lot of Rebels have really missed Sunday Social. It will be
great to see everyone back out on a Sunday morning, old faces and new!
All are welcome. This will be an unofficial, member led social run. Starting at 9am from
Medway Park / War Memorial. There is
free parking on the Roads around Great
Lines on Sundays.
We'll set off in small groups, running the
usual 6 mile route through the Uni, round
SMI, then up Dock Rd, and back to
Medway Park. There will re-grouping stops
along the way.
Finishing off at 10.05 - 10.15am approx.
for a post run coffee / breakfast at the
Falcon Cafe.
There will be a post of Facebook each week about the run, just comment on the post so
we can look out for you. If you cant run why not just meet us for coffee afterwards!

!st Place for Teresa!
Congratulations to Teresa Szumanska for being the First Lady in the Iwade 10K

….and Amanda just keeps on winning!
Congratulations to Amanda Link who was the 2nd Lady overall and 1st in her age category in
the Superhero 10K in August
(Read Amanda’s story of the race later in the newsletter)

……and Lesley does too!
Wonderfully well done to Lesley Doran first female in her age category in the same race
Apologies to all those Rebels who have achieved great things but not been included this
time. If you or anyone you know has a great achievement, please let me know so we can
include it in the next newsletter communications-rebelrunners@outlook.com

REBEL SPOTTED
July Spotted Results
Well done to Andrew Tondeur with 8 points and Wendy Regan who had the most spots
with 16.
August Spotted Results
Well done to Helen Marron with 10 points and jenny Baldock for the most spots - 17

September Spotted Results
Well done to Helen marron with the most running spots (17) and Lesley Doran who spotted
a runner 22 times.

Its Starting to get Cold out there!

Coaching Report – Darren Jarvis
Coach Input
We have been back on Track since the 7th July, in the last newsletter I posted my top 5
benefits of track sessions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Controlled Training
Hard work = improvement
Form
Camaraderie
Fun

From my perspective those that have attended would have experienced and benefitted
from most if not all of the above. It has been great to see runners progressing, working hard
and achieving their goals. We have the Wednesday round-up/awards where those that have
raced at the preceding weekend or PB’d get a mention and a round of applause from the
group.
A typical track session consists of; easy 2 laps warm up, strides, drills (fast feet is the current
favourite), main session and then stretching to close. The main session repeats for two
weeks, this way you have a measure of your performance from week 1 to 2.
The main session is where the hard work lives but the way it is structured allows you to
regulate how much effort you apply. The main sessions between now and the end of year
will be based on improving stamina and allowing you to have something in the tank when
the legs start to tire.

2021 CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS
Race 3 – Caterham Rotary Half Marathon
Lesley Doran tells the story of the race
When the list of events for the club champs was released, I entered the Caterham event. It
was a new one to me and I was keen to give it a go!
I always keep an eye of the weather forecasts in the week before a run and as it got closer
the temperature just seemed to keep rising! Arriving at 8.30am on the day it was already
way too hot. The Marshall on the gate was asking for suntan lotion as we arrived as his legs
were getting burnt already!
Due to the heat, we were able to set off more or less when we wanted. I was
running with Helen Marron which ultimately was the only way that both of us
finished! When I wanted to give up Helen kept me going and when Helen had
had enough, I managed to keep her on track!
The heat made it feel a bit like running in an oven. The only difference was
the humidity. The paths and grass were quite wet, in fact there was a lot of
moisture everywhere which resulted in the humidity being measured at 82%.
Add to this the maximum temperature recorded was a staggering 30C! It gets worse! The
course was quite hilly and had hardly any shade. Most of the run was on tarmac which
seemed to reflect the heat back on to us from below as well as coming from the sun! There
was one long hill on the course which was very challenging in the conditions. It did,
however, have the only shade. Having struggled up the hill it
was then a case of stepping back into the furnace, which was
hardly a respite! It really felt that there wasn’t enough air!
The half marathon was two laps. After a lap the organisers
tried to persuade everyone to stop and settle for a 10K as the
conditions were so brutal. Quite how or why we carried on I
don’t know! There was no water on offer! Best repeat that.
Until the finish there was no water. Fortunately, we had
brought some ourselves, but not an ideal situation!
The pictures of me finishing sum it up quite well. It was awful!
I posted a slow time but that wasn’t anywhere near the whole
story. Rather that the euphoria that we expect on finishing it
was simply relief we’d got round and survived the ordeal.
I did hear that a couple of Rebels had pulled out when the
heard what the weather was going to be like. I think they had
the right idea!
Afterwards I asked Helen to sum the race up which she did with a wonderfully accurate
literary flourish.
“It was s**t!”

RACE 4 – CANTERBURY 10 MILE
Another race which had been moved due to Covid, and another race well supported by
Rebels. This popular run should have been in January so we were thankful of quite
amenable conditions on the day. Well done to everyone who took part.

Race 5 SUPERHERO 10K

15th August 2021

Thanks to Amanda Link who tells the story of all you Rebel
Superheros!
The Super Hero 10k, 5k and fun run in aid of Kent Association for the Blind was the fifth race
in the club championship this year. The run started at 10am from Margate football club.
There were plenty of parking, toilets and refreshments available inside the football club.

The weather was forecast to be about 21 degrees so I was fully expecting it to be a few
degrees cooler, as we were by the sea. I couldn’t have been more wrong! By 9am the
temperature was at least 23/4 degrees. It kept getting hotter and sunnier by the second.
Many runners, including a few of the eleven Rebels in attendance, were wearing fancy
dress. They must have been melting inside their outfits before the warm up had even
begun!
Sporting Events had organised a warm up led by Hunter from Gladiators (for those of us old
enough to remember Gladiators on a Saturday night TV)! All the Rebels present joined in
with the warm up, afterwards lining up at the start for the serious business of running to
begin.
The out and back route, took us from the football ground, through Tivoli park, down the hill
to Margate station and across two roads onto the promenade. From this point we were
running along the promenade until the halfway turning point beyond Westgate on Sea. The

pre-race email said that there would not be any water stations on the route but due to the
heat there was a table with bottles of water at the halfway turning point.
During the first half of the race we were running into a pleasant breeze which lessened the
effects of the climbing temperature. After the turn the breeze completely vanished and the
heat felt like it was radiating off of the concrete and tarmac all the way back to the football
ground.
The Rebel support along the route was fantastic
as usual- seeing Jason Mallion-Woods near St
Mildred’s Bay was the highlight of my run!
Another cluster of supporters including Jo Briscoe,
Paul Reast and Amelia Magee with her water
squirter popped up a few times along the way. If
Amelia missed you there was always another
chance for a welcome cool down shot of water
from Chris Doran and his water bottle as he ran
past!
Every finisher received a superhero medal, t-shirt
and goody bag. Each and every runner was a
superhero for taking part on such a hot day. One
Rebel runner was a bigger hero than the rest: Paul
Clark wearing a long black cape ran nearly a mile
further than everyone else. When Paul got back
to Margate station the marshal seeing people
across the roads was not in position leaving Paul
to take the scenic route back to the football ground.
This was on the whole a well organised event, the running was all on good terrain. It could
have been a little more comfortable temperature-wise if it had started an hour earlier.
Special mentions go to Cat Martin for successfully playing her joker card and securing 100
bonus points and Lesley Doran for coming first in her age category.
Amanda is too modest to mention it but she was the 2nd Lady home and won her age
category. Well done!

There are three races left for the 2021 Club Champs
31st October - The Bedgebury Forest Half Marathon
14th November - The EDF Lydd 10k
20th November – Great Lines parkrun
It is so good to be back racing and as we head into the final three events all age categories
are yet to be decided. Winners for all age categories will be announced at the AGM on the
22nd November and followed by the presentation of the trophies.
Planning for Club Champs 2022 is underway where we will hopefully have a full race roster
for the coming year, details will be announced soon.

2021 VIRGIN LONDON MARATHON
Another race that was reorganised due to Covid, and another one where Rebels were well
represented. It proved, once again, to be a memorable occasion. We have two member
stories to tell. Firstly Jenny Baldock tells us about our ballot winners experience

Virgin Money London Marathon Ballot Winners

Way back in November 2019 the club ballot was drawn for three lucky members to run in
the London Marathon 2020. Those three winners were Jenny Baldock, Nicola Scott-Riches
and Jason Mallion-Woods. Little did they know at the time that the training would be
long, the event would be cancelled numerous times and they wouldn’t be on that iconic
start line until almost two years later on the 3rd of October 2021!
The event is normally held in April each year but with Covid-19 and several lockdowns in the
UK and across the world the event was eventually given the go ahead for October 2021.
Entrants were given several options, either to run in 2021 or defer to 2022. Jenny and Nicola
opted for October 2021 and Jason has deferred to 2022.
The training for this event went on and on and on. VMLM were reluctant to cancel the event
in 2020 and therefore everyone had to keep on training as they kept changing the date
(rightly so) because of the pandemic and restrictions. Training was a start stop affair and by
the time the day came around everyone was more than ready.
Jenny’s story
This year there was a staggered start at the event with different arrival times dependent on
your perceived finish time. This meant there wasn’t the usual takeover by Rebels of a train
carriage up to London. I met three more Rebels at Rochester and boarded the 7.34 am train
heading for our blue start line at Blackheath.
As we walked through the carriages we came across Nicola Scott-Riches sitting quietly and
joined her for part of the journey. There was much (excited) chatter until we parted
company at Dartford where we had to change trains to Blackheath and Nicola carried on to
her start line at Greenwich.

What an amazing day! It was chilly as we exited the train and walked up the hill to the start
area at Blackheath. Glad of the old jog pants and sweatshirt that were to be discarded just
before the start as this year there was no baggage drop. All items for after the event had
been handed in at the expo a few days earlier when collecting our race bibs. We
immediately joined the queue for the toilet which was very, very long. Music was blasting
out and we sang along and danced on the spot to keep ourselves warm. Watching on the big
screens as they called each wave number forward to the start. First Sarah, then Nathan and
then myself and Sam lined up to start. It was all a bit surreal and then we were off – the
start of 26.2 electric miles!
Privileged to have also run this event in 2018 (the hottest London Marathon ever recorded) I
had made a mental note to enjoy and take in all the sights and soak up the atmosphere this
time. I started too fast, something I said I wouldn’t do this time but being swept along with
the other runners I totally forgot that. I felt good and went with the flow. In training it is
easy to follow your plan, what to eat (fuel) and drink (electrolytes) at which mile etc. On the
day my plan went out of the window and just after I crossed Tower Bridge, I started to get a
few twinges of cramp on the inner part of my quads. Not great when you are only halfway
through your run.
I was focused on getting to mile 17 which is the Mudchute area and where my husband
would be waiting along with some of the Rebel cheer squad. Wendy found some Voltarol in
her bag and I rubbed it into my sore muscles. After that everything was a bit of a blur, I saw
Sam again and Karl and Chloe and Nathan on the route.
The supporters were awesome during the last miles. Shouting my name and telling me,
‘You’ve got this’, ‘not far to go’ and ‘dig deep Jenny’! I ran into the underpass at mile 23 in
the sunshine and out the other side into freezing rain! The salt on my skin ran down into my
eyes; the stinging now took precedence over the cramp! When I saw the sign for the last 2k
I somehow mustered the energy and ran the home straight to cross the finish line. Oh, and
my Garmin recorded 27.85 miles!
Thank you to everyone that came and stood for hours, shouted my name as I ran past with
just enough energy to lift my arm and signal that I had seen or heard you. Thanks for the
hugs at Blackfriars bridge they were much needed and of course a big thank you to the club
for my place.
If you ever get the chance to run this race – don't hesitate it’s fabulous!

Nicola’s story
If London marathon had a fragrance, it would smell of deep heat and despite the restrictions
it was one big street party. I was blessed by a priest at mile 2 (not religious but every little
helps) and danced my way through 22 miles. I had the best of time and didn’t look at my
watch once …. if I had I would have noticed a 10k & half marathon PB. Garmin states that
my fastest miles were at miles 19 & 20 but I believe that’s wrong!
I was told that the marathon starts at mile 20 and that’s no lie. Mile 23 was brutal and full of
broken people ……….me included but I convinced myself that I was faring better because I
could shuffle faster. 😂
London didn’t quite chew me up and spit me out because ………. I’m a Marathoner! 😊🥇
I do have to say a big thank you to Sasha my daughter. Marathon training can only be done
with an accommodating family and this girl has also felt every mile…. she has had to wait for
her dinner and use public transport. Jokes aside, she has been a great support. 💗

Now over to Karl Grimble for his memories of the race
Well what an amazing day! London marathon now ticked off the
list of things I wanted to do. London for me, like so many others,
doesn’t start on the day. My journey started in early 2020 when I
got my charity place. The training started and was going well; then
like so many things it was postponed because of World events.
Rescheduled for October 2020, the training kept me going
through the hot summer but alas it changed to a virtual. Shortly
before this I was ill which made the last month of training hard
making the virtual run even harder.
April 2021 comes and still not able to do the route despite
keeping the miles in the legs. The training kept me entertained in the months leading up to
the race day, running a different plan to improve my fitness.
Friday before the race I visited the expo to drop off my kit bag, a whole new experience of
planning what I will want after finishing knowing that our weather changes almost hourly at
the moment. Collected my number and was left a little deflated by the expo itself, I’ve been
with others in previous years, and it’s been really busy, samples of this and that, spending
money on things I’d seen despite not running but this year was quiet and a lot less stalls.
My race day started with a train ride with Ross, Chloe & Richard before meeting Nathan in
the start pen. What an amazing start probably a little bit faster than I should have but you
certainly get dragged along. I knew the first few miles well having worked in the area I kept
seeing and recalling previous events. I passed Tom outside Charlton fire station, he was the
first face I saw that I knew which made me smile, that smile got bigger as I went under the
Woolwich flyover where a group of drummers were playing. Wow, goosebumps all over. A
loud steady beat that I ran in sync with. My feet pounding the tarmac and the drums
amplified by the concrete structure.
Onwards towards the Cutty Sark where everyone talks about the crowds, I passed Helen
before I turned towards the famous clipper where I then saw Neil. At this point I turned to
Nathan and said about the obligatory selfie with the ship. The noise again making my hairs
stand on end.
A sudden weather change at mile 8 left me changing the game plan, expecting a cool maybe
moist run the sun’s appearance slowed me down. At this point I had started to run alone so
friendly faces of the Cass & Jarvis families certainly kept my pace steady heading towards
Tower Bridge. It was here I re-joined Nathan and Sam who had stopped to chat with Nicola,
Claire and Cassie. I must admit I was glad of the stop, friendly faces and another photo
before I went on my way. I continued jostling for position with Nathan until I got to the
point where I have previously supported at Westferry. It looks so different from the road. At
this point the heat had taken its toll and the salt rings around my face were showing. This
was where I was shocked to have caught up with Chloe and Ross who had started a good 10
minutes before me and made me think had I repeated Brighton and gone too quick? A

confidence boost from Heidi, Zoe, Dan, Gary, Helen and Chris were soaked up before
cracking on.
On I went and struggled through the next few miles (my first wall exactly where it has been
at all my previous marathons) I heard my name shouted from the crowd it was Luke
cheering me on, sorry I didn’t stop I was seizing up.
Chloe had caught me up and pulled me along to Mudchute, a well known Rebel cheer point.
Grateful for a few bits of orange to keep me going and a little chin wag with the lovely
Wendy who had amazingly started her virtual run at 4am this morning to be able to
support.
Going through Canary Wharf my Garmin starts
doing weird things as the signal kept dropping
at which point Chloe and I kept getting close to
Jenny before she would pull away again. At this
point we saw Chloe’s husband, Josh, and
brother and again at several times before we
finished.
Mile 21 (although watch says 22.5 which is
really deflating) I knew we were approaching
the 2nd point where I normally support so
knew I could rely on friends for a cheeky gin.
Boy was it good and very much needed! Clair
put another smile on my face knowing that she
had also got up at silly o’clock to run with
Wendy before supporting us. Thank you both it
means so much.
As we left then I was telling myself just 5.2
miles to go I could do that. This is where my body started to hurt and the second wall
appeared. Not sure how I would have got through those last miles without the support from
Chloe. Each step I took felt like my hip was popping from its socket, ouch! So, I switched to a
run walk approach, regretting walking through yet another lucozade stop where I’m sure
they just throw some treacle on the road to challenge you that little bit more.
Just as I think it can’t get any worse, I start getting back into the stride of things and think
I’m in for a good finish I run through the Blackfriars tunnel with the sun beating down to
reappear the other side with rain falling, that mile or so running along embankment was
gruelling. Not only had the heavens opened but when it eased, we then had to contend with
runners swerving across the road right in front of you to avoid puddles, some of the nippier
runners hitting the puddles and splashing up your legs and then sun coming from behind
those rain clouds as I approached The Palace of Westminster. This led to my next issue, my
sunglasses with water droplets all over them reflecting the light in different ways and my
wet clothes didn’t help to clear them. Last push round the corner and I know where I am
and roughly how much further there is to go. On we went and over the line, a big sigh of

relief that it had been completed but also amazing to see the thrill and excitement on so
many of the other runners faces.
Bags collected I disappeared to
the charity base for a cheeky
drink and food. Having seen me
walk to the entrance doing my
best John Wayne impression I
was taken straight for a
massage. I think I may have
scared the masseuse with my
cramps and shaking through
being so cold under the air con
unit. Food, well I couldn’t
stomach anything and the drink
I struggled with.
Back to Rochester on the train with a cheeky beer, stood by the doors listening to other
friends’ stories from the day. Recollecting the best parts. I honestly find it hard to pick a
single bit that was the best for me. The bands, especially the drummers were amazing,
Tower bridge was something else and the support along the route never seized to amaze
me. Thanks for the duck,
D&G.
Back in Rochester and we are
joined by a few others for a
cheeky bit of food and a few
more drinks although I was
back on the soft drinks to take
on some fluids. Great to hear
some stories from Mark about
his trip around town
completing his virtual.
There are so many thanks I
want to make, for the support
with raising sponsorship and sweepstakes, with the training the squashing doubts when
they crept in. Sorry if I’ve missed people that supported along the route all of you guys and
girls are amazing! A massive well done to all of you that ran, virtually or around the London
roads a great achievement!
I think one of my biggest thanks has got to be to Clair & Wendy in particular, I know you are
well seasoned marathoners but to run your own marathon, make your way to London and
support others complete theirs, I take my hat off to you, you will never know the extra drive
you gave me to get to that finish line.

The 4 Castles Challenge Half Marathon – Sunday 26th September
Adrian Darr tells the story of a very tough race
I was really looking forward to this one – some of the reports
from friends who had done this last year ranged from
“horrendous” to “biblical weather” to “steps and more
steps…..”
I entered this event to support my Godson Joe, who has taken
up running and was doing his first HM, and he appreciated the
company and support.
Weather was OK on the day, cloudy mostly. I met a couple of
other Rebels at the start line, Nathan and James, and I was
surprised to be in Wave 2 with a predicted time of 2hr 00, I
thought I would be way lower, I wondered if that is why it is
called a challenge….
At the start point of Deal Pier, you stay on the seafront mostly,
heading north to the remains of Sandown Castle, then turn
around and head back to Deal Pier, continue along the Sea
front to Walmer, passing both Deal and Walmer Castles.
Plenty of locals out cheering us on.
We were experiencing a bit of a head wind now, which would
follow us all the way to Dover. Just after Walmer Castle you
head inland a bit and end up doing a lot of cross country
running on unsealed paths and tracks, before heading back to
the seafront at Kingsdown.
After Kingsdown there is no more Seafront, it is all across the
countryside, along paths & most of the way I had no idea
where we were. All I did know is we kept gradually going uphill,
for miles and miles it seemed. And with that it got windier and windier. At one stage we had
to clamber up a mud and chalk bank – not what I had imagined!
We then went through St Margarets at Cliffe
Village, and headed out along the top of the
White Cliffs of Dover. Not as nice as you may
think by now, as the hills had got to most of
us, the wind was really strong now, and Dover
and the English Channel was looking cloudy
and misty. We saw a couple of Cross Channel
Ferries departing Dover Eastern Docks, and
could now see the finish line – Dover Castle –
in the gloomy distance.
Then it was downhill from mile 10, and more
downhill, heading into Dover along the Upper
Cliffs Road, and then we were there – nearly –
right at the bottom of the Castle, with the
small matter of over 100 steps to negotiate
with the legs turning to jelly!

Needless to say, I didn’t see anyone attempt to run up these. Then you do a circuit of the
Castle grounds, and finally about 20 more steps to the short uphill finish right in front of the
Main Castle.
Barely enough energy left to collect my Medal, water and a handful of sweets I was truly
exhausted. That was tough, really really tough, and we managed to finish in 1hr 59m 41s, just
under our target. So that’s why its called a Challenge.
The event was well organised by Sporting Events UK, even though some bright spark pinched
some of the direction signs after they were erected on the morning of the race in one of the
cross-country parts! There were Shuttle Buses to take people back to Deal if required too.
I found this Half Marathon my most difficult yet, lots of uphill, open to the elements, and a
lot of off-roading, but all in all I would recommend this event – if you like a challenge!

Its time to vote for female and male Rebel of the year.
Last year’s female winner was the amazing Sue
Moreton. Here’s her running story
Member Profile – Sue Moreton
When did you start running?
I started running in 2014 when my son,
Jon got a place in the London Marathon.
He started training for it and asked if I
wanted to join him one evening, just a
little jog around the block. Well before I
knew it, I had done 2k and quite chuffed,
as the last time I ran was at school in the
1960’s. Soon after I joined the Rebel
Runners and was a frequent Great lines
parkrunner.
In 2017 I ran my first marathon, at the
age of 65.
What is your favourite distance?
It was half marathons but not so much
now.
I’m sure that everyone will remember
what an outstanding year you had
running in 2020, culminating in being
voted female Rebel of the year. What
were your personal highlights?
Being able to do the Virtual 40th London
Marathon with Rebel Plod Posse girls, Max Lehane, Karen Kass, Helen Gordon and Edwina
Townsend will stay with me forever. We couldn’t have done it without our family support
crew.
Also completing my very 1st ultra marathon at SVN event at Betteshangar, I ran all but the
last lap with the plod posse. It was starting to get late and I wasn’t sure if I could complete
it before it got dark as I don’t run/walk in the dark. Wendy and Jeff Reagan’s daughter Rosie
offered to do it with me so I could do an ultra. Rosie and I got round really as fast as we
could and managed to finish in twilight. I have Rosie to thank for my ultra.
Completing Whitstable this year, battling my demons was emotional and I couldn’t have
done it without the support of the rebels.
Being voted Female Rebel of the Year came as a complete shock to me and I still can’t
believe that so many rebels voted for me with all their very moving and kind comments.

How did you winning the Female Rebel award
last year compare to all your running
successes?
Winning the award was the icing on the cake
for all the runs and events that I achieved after
the fall.
Last year’s achievements were after a
particularly nasty fall at the Whitstable 10K. in
fact it appears that the fall seemed to have
spurred you on to greater things! Did you feel
at the time that it was time to slow down? If
so, how did you overcome this?
I was in total shock after the fall in 2019 and I
wasn't sure if I would run again. Constant
flashbacks and fear of tarmac and concrete
paths was not good. Hubby suggested trying a
walk around Luton rec on the grass. We ran a
lap of the rec and I felt good. Without his
encouragement and support who knows if I
would be back running or not, he has been my
rock. I did a few parkruns too steering clear of
all paths, running on grass only. Over a fair
few weeks I tried gradually to introduce paths
back into my running. It worked. I really did
need something to focus on though and I
wondered if I could consider doing 12 half marathons in 12 months, as I really quite liked
the SVN 12 in 12 shirt. The last half I had done was in 31ST March 2019, the fall was in May
which only left me about 9 months to do 11 half marathons. I was now on a mission, I
needed this to take my mind off all the hours of dental work I had to have as a result of the
fall. To my great satisfaction I did 12 half marathons in 8 months, all completed by
November.

What was your training schedule that enabled you to run such long distances? How did you
manage to fit this into your normal life schedule?
When I have a run booked I just run or walk a bit more often than usual. I run/walk to
please my doctor for my health. Since taking up running my bone density has increased and
is keeping my osteoporosis at bay and no medication.
I am retired so I fit my training schedule in very easily.
Do you change your schedule much when there is a big event ahead?
No.
How much has the support from other rebels and your family of runners helped you with
your achievements?
The support from the rebels has been invaluable. Facing my demons running Whitstable
was so hard for me but it was something I had to do. I had to cross that finish line. A couple
of the girls from our plod posse, Max Lehane and Helen Gordon managed to get a place in
the event as well. They never left my side, and on that tarmac path coming to the finish I
had a little wobbly moment but their support and encouraging words got me through it. All
the Rebels at the finish line waiting for us and cheering us in was so emotional
Is there anything in particular that inspires you to run and can you explain what you enjoy
about it
My 6 wonderful grandchildren give me all the inspiration I need. I want to be an active and
fit nan for as long as I possibly can.
My boys Scott and Jon and my daughter in laws, Kerry and Kirsty have kept me strong and
given me the encouragement and support when needed.
Having to respect my age now and will scale the long runs down, although me and my man
are doing the LLHM next year as one of our 70th birthday celebrations.
Thank you to all the rebels that have voted for me and those that have supported me over
the years.

Look forward to seeing everyone at the AGM & Christmas Party

